The filarial nematode Brugia malayi represents a leading cause of disability in the 25 developing world, causing lymphatic filariasis in nearly 40 million people. Currently 26 available drugs are not well-suited to mass drug administration efforts, so new 27 treatments are urgently required. One potential vulnerability is the endosymbiotic 28 bacteria Wolbachia-present in many filariae-which is vital to the worm. 29
INTRODUCTION 38
Filarial nematodes are responsible for neglected tropical parasitic diseases that are 39 among the leading causes of morbidity worldwide. One of the most debilitating is 40 lymphatic filariasis (LF)-also called elephantiasis-which is caused by Brugia malayi, 41 where L. loa is co-endemic due to potential life-threatening complications (Gardon et al., 56 1997; Boussinesq et al., 1998 Boussinesq et al., , 2006 . While anthelmintic resistance has not yet 57 manifested as a serious treatment issue in humans as it has in veterinary medicine 58 (Kaplan and Vidyashankar, 2012) , the potential remains a serious threat; emergence of 59 in the iCEL1273 metabolic model for Caenorhabditis elegans (Safak Yilmaz and 114 Walhout, 2016). Additional compartment assignments were performed with reference to 115 literature sources. In the absence of such information, reactions were split into both 116 cytosolic and mitochondrial forms. Metabolites were confined to a single compartment, 117 and so they could only participate in reactions in other compartments if shuttled there by 118 an explicit transport reaction. Most of these transporters were taken from the iCEL1273 119 model, except when contraindicated by (Berg et al., 2002) . Since Wolbachia lacks the 120 genes necessary to produce NAD+, coenzyme A (CoA), ubiquinol, and folate (Voronin 121 et al., 2016) , reactions were added to allow the transport of each metabolite into the 122 Wolbachia compartment from the cytosol. We also used life stage-specific gene expression data to constrain the reactions of 157 iDC625. In total, we obtained relative expression data for 11,840 B. malayi and 823 158
Wolbachia genes across ten different points in the worm's lifecycle; 87.6% of the B. 159 malayi genes and 96.4% of the Wolbachia genes were expressed in at least one stage. 
Wolbachia load impacts model performance
Since the presence of Wolbachia directly impacts model dynamics, both through the 168 production of metabolites that contribute to the biomass objective function as well as the 169 consumption of metabolites to maintain its own growth, the relative weight between 170 bacteria and worm must be considered in the model. where the expectation is that the parasite is exposed to a substantially lower oxygen 209 environment compared to other life stages. We therefore performed a series of pFBA 210 simulations in which we examined the impact of changes in two key metabolites on 211 worm growth, oxygen and glucose, in the different lifecycle models (Figure 3) . 212
Fumarase is one of the measured reactions and is part of the TCA cycle that converts 213 fumarate into malate. In addition to being located directly downstream of Complex II in 214 the TCA cycle, it is also directly upstream of the anaerobic reverse Complex II ( Figure  215 acids, amino acids, and cofactors was less than was provided. 260
We observe that the model produces the most biomass under HOHG conditions, as 261 expected. Instead of using the full TCA cycle, the model predicts a reliance on the 262 glyoxylate shunt to produce malate and succinate (Figure 4) representing a combination of the malate-aspartate shuttle and the tricarboxylic acid 299 (TCA) cycle (Figure 4) . It is similar to the utilization of malate under LOLG conditions, 300 except that succinate is recycled by the TCA cycle instead of being exported. In this 301 pathway, glutamate is first transported into the mitochondria in exchange for aspartate, 302 before combining with oxaloacetate to yield AKG and aspartate. AKG is then processed 303 by the TCA cycle to regenerate oxaloacetate. The net reaction results in the conversion 304 of glutamate to aspartate and CO 2 , along with the production of key energy metabolites: 305 GTP, 2 x NADH, and ubiquinone. This is almost equivalent to the energy produced by 306 the catabolism of a single molecule of acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle: 2 x CO 2 , GTP, 3 x 307 NADH, and ubiquinone. However, given that the glutamate/aspartate transporter is 308 driven by the proton-motive force, which is not specifically modeled by pFBA, it is not 309 known if this pathway would be energetically favourable in vivo (Bremer and Davis, 310 1975; Bakker et al., 2001) and so may therefore not be physiologically relevant. Wolbachia is using the novel glutamate metabolic pathway described above. Under 318 LOHG conditions, Wolbachia ATP export drops to 90% compared to LOLG conditions. 319
Pyruvate import increases substantially (9 units instead of 1), and the model uses both 320 the TCA cycle and the glutamate metabolic pathway to generate energy. The Wolbachia 321 metabolic pathways appear much the same under the other conditions, except that ATP 322 export drops to 71%, and 44% of LOLG for HOLG and HOHG, respectively. all conditions. In general, models are able to produce more biomass when presented 331 with additional nutrients, which is why biomass production increases when moving from 332 low glucose to high glucose, under both low and high oxygen conditions (LOLG to 333 LOHG or HOLG to HOHG). There was little difference in model performance under 334 LOLG conditions, except for adult worms at 120 dpi (M120 and F120). This indicates 335 that the different reaction constraints are playing a minor role in this scenario, and that 336 the concentrations of glucose and oxygen are the limiting factors for adult worms. 342 While the L3 model experiences a large benefit from LOHG or HOLG compared to 343 LOLG, there is no increased benefit under HOHG conditions. This indicates that the 344 reaction constraints imposed for this stage limit the model's ability to exploit increases in 345 these metabolites. Similarly, the M120 model also appears saturated for these 346 metabolites, even under LOLG conditions, while the F120 model receives only a modest 347 benefit from additional glucose or oxygen. conditions, we also quantified the number of reactions used by the models (Figure 6) . 350 We found that the Wolbachia compartment changes the least among the different 351 models and conditions, while the mitochondrial compartment shows the most variation. 352
This also allows us to identify "enzymatically constrained" models, which is a term that 353 relates to the number of possible ways a model is able to achieve its maximum 354 objective flux; if there are multiple alternate metabolic pathways that can be used to 
Metabolomics data identify intermediates throughout, but lowest in L3 382
To help validate our reconstruction, we performed untargeted metabolomics on worm 383 extracts from four different lifecycle stages. Applying two complementary approaches, 384 our analyses identified 146 unique metabolites from a 'hybrid' analysis and 492 from a 385 'predictive' analysis (see Supplementary information for details); of these, 103 and 316 386 metabolites were found in at least three samples, respectively. Directly relating these 387 data to the model predictions is unfortunately non-trivial, as the metabolomics analyses 388 detect the size of the pool of some metabolite at one point in time, while our pFBA 389 predictions are steady-state rates. 390
Most of the TCA cycle intermediates (Figure 4) were detected in one or both of our 391 metabolomics data sets. Phosphoenolpyruvate was only detected in adults in the hybrid 392 analysis but was found in the microfilaria and L3 stages as well as in the predicted 393 analysis. Pyruvate was detected only in the adult worms in the hybrid analysis, and at 394 the highest levels in males. Oxaloacetate was detected in all stages in the predicted 395 analysis, but at the lowest levels in the adults. Citrate and isocitrate were detected in the 396 adults and one microfilaria sample in the predicted analysis, and only in the adults in the 397 hybrid analysis. Alpha-ketoglutarate was detected in both analyses in the adults and 398 one microfilaria sample, highest in the females. Succinate, fumarate, and malate were 399 detected in the adults and microfilaria, with none in the L3 samples. This pattern was 400 consistent in both analyses, except for succinate which was missing from the hybrid 401 analysis. No acetyl-CoA or succinyl-CoA were detected in either analysis. 402
We were able to detect several fatty acid degradation intermediates as well, in particular 403 carnitine-conjugated fatty acids. Carnitine and acetylcarnitine were detected in all 404 samples in both analyses and were found to be highest in males, followed by females, 405 microfilaria, and finally L3. Other short-chain acylcarnitines, butyrylcarnitine and 406 valerylcarnitine were detected in all samples except L3 in the hybrid analysis. 407
Consistent with above, these metabolites were found to be highest in males, followed by 408 females, and then microfilaria. Propionylcarnitine was detected only in the adult 409 samples in the hybrid analysis. The only long-chain fatty acid intermediate detected was 410 palmitoylcarnitine, and only in the microfilaria and one male sample in the predicted 411 analysis. 412
If we accept that higher levels of these intermediates imply increased metabolic activity, 413 then we observe a general trend of the highest activity in the adults (in particular males 414 metabolizing fatty acids), followed by the microfilaria, with L3 having the lowest levels if 415 any were detected. This fits with the observation that L3 is a non-feeding stage, which 416 has been likened to the dauer stage of C. elegans (Li et al., 2009) . 417 418
Modeling of B. malayi metabolism predicts novel therapeutic targets 419
To identify critical reactions in the metabolic network that represent potential therapeutic 420 targets, we performed a series of in silico knockouts in which each reaction constraint 421 was set to zero (i.e. no flux was allowed through that reaction). Of the 1,011 enzymatic 422 reactions in iDC625, 815 had no impact on the biomass objective function when 423 knocked out (Figure 1B) ; 69 were found to have a low impact (100% > biomass > 90% 424 of original), 28 had a medium impact (90% ≥ biomass > 0%), and 99 were found to be 425 essential (biomass = 0%). The biomass breakpoints for no impact and essential were 426 actually set to within 0.0001 flux units (< 0.0002% of the biomass) of the true values to 427 account for floating point errors. 428
This set of essential genes was compared to those predicted in the iCEL1273 C. 429 elegans model, as well as experimentally determined essential reactions (Safak Yilmaz  430 and Walhout, 2016). The authors used a more liberal definition of essential reactions, 431 selecting all of those that reduced the model's biomass by 50% or more. They predicted 432 159 essential genes, corresponding to 125 KEGG reactions, 56 of which are also found 433 in iDC625; of the 99 reactions we predict to be essential, 67 were found in the 434 iCEL1273 model. They also list 461 C. elegans genes that have been experimentally 435 determined to be essential; these correspond to 425 KEGG reactions, 246 of which are 436 also found in iDC625. There were only 11 essential reactions shared by iCEL1273 and 437 iDC625 (Figure 1C ), but this low overlap is likely because both models are missing 438 many true essential reactions. This is suggested by the large overlap between each 439 model's predictions and the experimentally determined essential reactions; even though 440 they are evolutionarily distinct species, 69% of the predicted iDC625 essential reactions 441 overlap with the experimentally determined essential reactions of C. elegans. 442
In addition to single reactions, we also investigated reaction pairs exhibiting synthetic 443 lethal relationships. Such relationships may exist, for example, when two reactions 444 operate in alternative pathways that can each lead to production of the same key 445 metabolite. This 'two hit' strategy may offer greater long-term potential through the 446 development of combination therapies that ultimately reduce the risk of emergence of 447 resistance, both through requiring the pathogen to simultaneously acquire resistance to 448 two independent targets, and through the use of lower drug dosages that can result 449 from increased efficacy (Lehár et al., 2009; Ejim et al., 2011; Spitzer et al., 2011; Aziz et 450 al., 2015) . 451
Of the 909 reactions which were predicted to inhibit growth by less than 50% when 452 knocked out individually, 129 were involved in at least one pair of knockouts that 453 together reduced biomass production to less than 50% (Figure 7) . Analyses reveal that 454 the model possesses alternative pathways to produce nicotinate-important in redox 455 reactions-and that knocking out different combinations of these pathways had a 456 dramatic impact on biomass production (Figure 7 ; P1, P2, P3, and P11). Our 457 simulations also predict that the loss of one half of the TCA cycle or the other can be 458 compensated for by the model, but not both, and only if the Wolbachia TCA cycle is 459 functional (Figure 7 ; P4, P5, P6, and P15). While purine biosynthesis pathways are 460 predicted to be essential by our in silico single knockouts, pyrimidine biosynthesis 461 pathways are only predicted as essential through synthetic lethal interactions, 462 suggesting redundancy in these pathways (Figure 7 ; P7, P8, P9, and P10). and the similarity to human homologs. From this prioritized list we selected three 486 inhibitors to validate our predictions through in vitro assays (see Table 1 These three predicted drug targets were subsequently validated by testing their effects 508 on worms in vitro. Fosmidomycin, MDL-29951, and Tenofovir were found to reduce the 509 number of Wolbachia per worm by 47% (p < 0.05), 76% (p < 0.001), and 70% (p < 510 0.001), respectively (Figure 8) . We also observed two of the drugs impacting fecundity, 511 with Fosmidomycin and Tenofovir reducing the number of microfilariae produced per 512 worm by 33% (p < 0.01) and 34% (p < 0.05), respectively. Fosmidomycin treatment also 513 appeared to lead to a consistent phenotype affecting motility, but this was not efficiently 514 detected with the Worminator assay (data not shown). We present the first constraints based metabolic model for B. malayi, which we term 527
iDC625. While the model captures many known features of nematode metabolism, 528 simulations under a variety of different conditions yielded a number of emergent 529 behaviours, including switching between aerobic and anaerobic metabolic pathways, a 530 predicted Crabtree effect under high oxygen and glucose, and a novel pathway that 531 relies on the catabolism of glutamate to aspartate to generate energy. This suggests 532 that in addition to being robust, the model is capable of generating novel biological 533
hypotheses. 534
A high quality compartmentalized metabolic model allows us to study the metabolic 535 processes of the cell in detail, including pathways that have been poorly studied in the 536 past; in particular, the anaerobic metabolic pathways used by parasitic nematodes are 537 unlike those studied in most other eukaryotes (Del Borrello et al., 2019) . Our model is 538 the first to incorporate this pathway and is therefore likely to yield accurate predictions 539 as low oxygen environments are biologically relevant for parasitic nematodes. 540 An emergent behaviour predicted by the model was the exhibition of the Crabtree effect, 541 a previously described phenomenon observed in yeast where anaerobic fermentation 542 pathways are activated in aerobic conditions, but only in the presence of high levels of 543 glucose (Postma et al., 1989; Pfeiffer and Morley, 2014) . It is interesting to note that 544 succinate export flux mirrors the activity pattern of fumarase (Figure 3) , potentially 545 indicating that the Crabtree effect occurs only under conditions that result in succinate 546 export. This suggests further investigation of this effect, perhaps through in vitro studies 547 of worms exposed to different oxygen and glucose concentrations. 548
The glyoxylate pathway is primarily discussed in the literature as a way for plants to 549 process fatty acids into glucose and starches, but it is also found in fungi, some protists, 550 and bacteria (Kondrashov et al., 2006) . The relevant genes have been detected in 551 several Metazoan species, but the nematodes are the only group where the pathway is 552 widely accepted to be functional, and where it is regarded as a conduit from fatty acids 553 to glucose during embryogenesis. It involves many of the same enzymes as the TCA 554 cycle but includes a "shortcut" from isocitrate to succinate and malate. It has been
